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I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

This study was undertaken as part of the "best country practice - in building

critical capacities in Africa launched by the Economic Commission for Africa

(E.C.A.). These studies aim to highlight the experiences and practices of those

countries that could provide useful lessons and insights for others. Nigeria has

been selected as a " best practice country" in the area of entrepreneurship

development. Capacity building rests on three pillars viz. the creation of a

favourable policy environment, institutional development and the development of

human resources needed at all levels. This study on entrepreneurship capacity

development in Nigeria tries to focus on the foregoing three pillars of any capacity

building efforts.

The country mission for the case study was undertaken between 1 to 14

March, 1 995. The information for the case study was gathered through interviews

with officials and individuals who are familiar with the subject matter, both in

government and the private sector; review of literature and visit to places of

interest. As most of the agencies in the field are in Lagos, the study was by and

large conducted there. However, a visit was also made to Abuja for discussion

with officials of the Federal Ministry of Industry, the lead agency in the promotion

of entrepreneurship in general and smali-and-medium-scale enterprises in particular.

The list of persons interviewed ana places visited is provided in the appendix.

II. THE MACRO-ECONOMIC POLICY ENVIRONMENT

Following independence in 1 960 , as part of its economic development pro-



gramme, Nigeria embarked on import-substitution based industrialization strategy,

industrialization was to provide the engine of growth. This policy continued until

1970 and resulted in the launching of industries in textiles, cement, sugar, flour,

tires, vegetable oil extraction, tanneries etc. The first national development plan

, like others which followed it, concentrated on public sector programmes and

provided limited opportunity for private sector involvement.

The second development plan between 1970-74 aimed at financing the

national construction which followed the civil war. Government spending during

the period was at N3.4bn with a 7.1 per cent annual growth rate in GDP and 18

per cent in capital formation. These targets were surpassed with GDP growing

at 13.7 per cent, Gross National Saving at 17 per cent and capital formation at

21.5 per cent (Whiteman 1990:13) However, the small and medium scale

mdustries that were expected to be the main vehicle for development did not enjoy

sufficient priority in the government's programme. But the promulgation of the

Enterprises Promotion and Capital Issues Decrees in 1972 and 1973 respectively

laid the foundation for the indigenization of the economy by providing an

institutional framework for the participation of citizens in the management and

ownership of enterprises in the Nigerian economy. As a result of this initiative, the

partial or complete take-over of categories of enterprises hitherto in foreign hands

was facilitated.

The third national development plan 1975-80 , which was embarked upon

following the oil boom, stressed the need for diversification of the industrial sector

in order to cooe with the expanding domestic market resulting from the rise in oil

-evenues. The government allocated 25 % of its capital budget expenditure for the

establishment of heavy and intermediate goods industries. Because of the

encouragement it got from its oil revenues, the government came up with an

economic programme that provided for a number of schemes aimed at the

aevelopment of small scale inoustnes, dispersal of industry, export promotion,

creation of technical skills and the promotion of employment. This move had a



positive impact on the growth of the manufacturing sector whose contribution to

GDP grew from 4.5% in 1960 to 8% in 1980.

The fourth national development plan period aimed at attaining self reliance

within the manufacturing sector by promoting the growth of local-resource based

industries, private sector initiative and investment, and improvement of industrial

efficiency (UNDP 1994: 2). Sixty-two per cent of the Federal government's

industrial investment went to the iron and steel industry, the petro-chemical and

refinery projects. Unfortunately the reliance of the manufacturing sector on

imported raw material showed no sign of decline reaching an estimated level of

60%.

As a result of the oil glut in the international market in 1980s, Nigeria's oil

revenue dropped drastically resulting in fast dwindling foreign exchange earnings

and heavy import bills leading to the government's move to bring under license all

Imoortat.on, including raw materials, spare parts and the support services

associated with them. However, the manufacturing sector was given preferential

treatment and as such had no problem in obtaining foreign exchange to import its

retirements for raw material ana spares.

The Regulatory Environment

Until the Federal Government introduced Structural Adjustment Programme

SAP), the Nigerian economy was cnaracterized bv heavy government participation

n the economy and was aiso highly regulated. During the third National Develop

ment Plan, certain economic activities were either exclusively reserved for the

government or slatea for majority government ownership.

-he maior areas of regulations in the Nigerian economy covered the banking

nmisrrv. f oreian exchange management, price control orogrammes and agriculture.



The government also exercised substantial control of the economy by its direct

participation in economic activities beyond the areas concerned as falling within its

traditional domain.

The banking act of 1961, eventually replaced by the financial institutions

decree of 1 991, provided the legal framework for the control of banking industry.

After 1970, the control instruments became more restrictive including such

regulatory measures as administrative control of interest rates on banking deposits

and loans to give preferential treatment to certain activities such as agriculture and

industry. They also imposed "direct and selective credit controls on the size of the

overall lending to the private sectors, while directing the allocation of a minimum

proportion of available credit to certain sectors which might otherwise be denied

adequate credit to the determinant of the economy". (Ojo 1 994:7)

The exchange control act heavily regulated foreign exchange allocation on

the basis of government's priontisation of the various economic sectors and use

of funds. The exchange control measures were complemented by various trade

restrictions including the imposition of import quotas, in licensing, high tariffs,

payment of advance deposits on imports and outright prohibition of some import

terns. There were about 90 items on the import prohibition list by 1986.

Following the general wage review of 1975 a comprehensive price control

orogramme was introduced on a wide range of domestically produced and imported

;tems consiaered essential to ordinary people. The Productivity, Prices and

incomes Board was introduced in 1 977 to facilitate guidelines to streamline policies

relating to wages, dividends and other incomes.

In agriculture, the government owned marketing and commodity boards were

given the monoDolv of marketing of the produce in both local and export markets

and were reauirea to determine the prices to be paid to producers.



Neither was industry spared from the regulatory hand of the government.

The Company Act of 1968, the Nigerian Enterprises Promotion Act of 1972 and

the Exchange Control Act of 1 962 contained a number of controls that constrained

the effective operation of the private sector. The Company Act contained a

number of regulations related to foreign investors who had to obtain permit to

operate and employ foreigners. The Enterprises Promot.on Act limited equity

participation of foreigners in specific local enterprises while the Exchange Control

Act empowered the Ministry of Finance to control transfer of profits, repatriation

of capital and new foreign borrowing.

Government also assumed a direct production role in the economy. The

Nigerian Enterprises Promotion Act expanded indigenous participation in the

economic activities but also sought to ensure total control by government of the

commanding heights of the economy. Both federal and state governments

established several parastatals in the areas of agriculture, mining, manufacturing,

transport and commercial services. By the time the privatization and

commercialization programmes were launched in 1986, the Federal Government

had control of 140 enterprises. The 1 9 states that existed then are estimated to

own twice as many as those owned by the Federal Government.

However, all the foregoing excessive controls proved counterproductive and

orovided the impetus for the launcning of economic reform programmes in 1 986.

The adverse effects of the excessive controls have been summarized as follows:

Firstiv, trie restrictive controls on the financial system tenaed to reduce the

operational freedom of institutions to introduce innovations. The

administrativeiy-fixeo low interest rates discouraged savings in financial

assets, thus limiting the suopiy of loanable funds, while the low lending

rates inaucea excessive cemand for credit resulting in rationing and

misailocation of funas. As tne interest rate structure aid not strictly reflect



differences in the maturity, risk and administrative costs of different

instruments, financial institutions tended to lend short and to less risky

ventures which deprived the economy of long-term growth potential. The

credit ceilings and selective credit controls were not faithfully complied with

by the banks and supervision was made rather difficult.(Ojo 1994:9)

Even though the direct controls on trade and foreign exchange contributed

to the reduction of imports at critical periods , the overall impact on the economy

was not that satisfactory. The balance of payment position did not improve. The

exchange control led to the gradual overvaluation of the Naira undermining the

incentives to produce for export in non-oil sector. Imports cheapened leading to

excessive demand of foreign exchange. This resulted in over dependence of

manufacturers on imported inputs, growth of the parallel foreign exchange market,

accumulation of trade and other payment arrears and depletion of external reserves

and speculative activities. This situation led to bribery , corruption, smuggling over

pricing of import bills and under invoicing of export bills. It is generally believed

that the direct controls on trade and foreign exchange transactions were useful in

reducing imports at critical periods but their overall impact on the economy was

unsatisfactory. The controls failed to bring about fundamental changes to the

balance of payment position by expanding the export base which could have

reduced the pressure on the external sector.

Likewise,The rigid controls and direct involvement of government in the

naustnai sector literally shut out foreign investors on whom trie country depended for

the transfer of technology and tecnnical expertise to industrialize. The imposition of

various taxes on farmers led to general reduction in the scale of production. The

massive oarticioation of government in the management of industrial projects was

marked bv meTficiencies ana substantial resource waste.

The over ail assessment or the performance of the regulatory measures

aopears negative. For the most part, government fiscal operations were



destabilizing as they did not result in reducing the deficit. The government

continued to resort to inflationary financ.ng of its fiscal deficits thereby causing

instability. Monetary policy could not succeed as the borrowing requirement of the

government was mandatorily and inappropriately financed by the banking system.

There has been increasing level of distress in the banking system. Following

deregulation, the number of private banks and non-bank financial institutions

mushroomed and with the government competing with them for limited resources

many of these banks were in distress. " Other sources of distress include the large

over-hang of non-performing loans, macro-economic instability, mismanagement,

indecision on the fate of insolvent banks and political interference."[Ojo 1994:23)

The inadequate supply of foreign exchange and excessive demand it led to

persistent exchange rate instability. The ineffective implementation of the export

promotion programme resulted in continued reliance on foreign exchange earnings

from the oil sector. The privatization programme did not go far enough as to result

in the substantial reduction of the public sector's participation in economic activity.

:n sum, the Deregulation measures do not seem to have accomplished the

objectives thev set out to do and the overall impact of the measures on private

sector development can hardly be considered positive.

The last ten years in Nigeria could be regarded as an era of experimentation

;n terms of government policies. The oil boom lasted from 1970 to 1980. By

; 980 foreign exchange earning had reached 20 billion annually. At that time public

expenditure was high. With the coilaDse of the oil market, aramatic changes took

olace that by 1 982 foreign exchange earning cropped to 1 2 billion and 6 billion by

1 985. The period up to 1 986 was characterized by steaov decline. When the oil

market collapsed no other sector of the economy was able to replace it as all the

sectors were drastically neglected. Nigeria's GNP per capita which had reached $

"!000 drooped to $ 250 by 1988.

Thus on account of the econom.c decline oy 1 986 there was need for a new



policy. SAP was officially launched in 1 986 to put the economy in non-inflationary

situation, establish foundation for growth, rationalize the public sector and reduce

public expenditure and enhance the role of the private sector. The programme

provided for policy strategies aimed at deregulating the economy. The policy

strategies were of macro economic and sectoral policy reform types. The macro

economy policy reforms included new initiatives in fiscal, monetary/banking,

exchange rates and trade/export promotion policies white the sectoral policy

reforms included actions in domestic markets financial sector and public

investment.

The fiscal policy reforms centred on the downsizing of the public sector and

redirecting of public expenditures to infrastructural development and human

capacity building. The monetary and banking policies were to develop a more

market oriented financial system in support of increased resource mobilization and

improved resource allocations. The exchange rate policy aimed at inducing the

emergence of market determined exchange rate in place of the administrative

controls sucn as foreign exchange rationalizing, import licensing and arbitrary

determination of exchange rate. The export promotion strategy was designed to

expand and diversify non-oil export by abolishing export tax and bans, reforming

:he exchange rate regime and introducing numerous other export incentives.

Domestic prices were to be liberalized to remove the price distortions that inhibited

domestic proouction and exports in both agriculture and industrial sectors.

Commodity boards were abolished, farmers were allowed to market their products

ooth in domestic and international markets; the controls of the manufactured

goods were removed permitting the determination of prices by the interplay of

market forces. To reduce the size of public sector ownership and improve the

efficiency of retained enterprises the Privatization and Commercialization

Programmes were launched.

The new orogramme recognizeo the role of Small Scale Enterprises (SMEs) and

smDhasisea the need:



....to develop and encourage industries that use iocal raw materials, the

need to develop industries at the secondary level that produce intermediate

goods which become input into other industries; the need to encourage the

development and use of local technology; the need to develop export

oriented industries that add more value to primary products before export;

the need to encourage small and medium scale industries as the real focus

of industrial growth; and the need to remove administrative bottlenecks and

other constraints in the operating env.ronment. This was followed by a new

.ndustnai policy in 1 989 which focussed on deregulation of the sector where

the private sector was to play a leading role in the economy; liberalizing

trade with minimal protection to strategic industries, free access to foreign

exchange market and privatization of public enterprises. (UNDP 1994:4)

Although under this new policy environment one would have expected to see

the emergence of a vigorous small and medium scale enterprises, the result fell

short of expectations. A UNDP document summarizes the reasons as follows:

'..The macro-economic environment in the last decaae has not been

favorable to SMEs. The interest rate regime experienced in the recent past

has placed severe constraints on sourcing and accessing bank financing not

only for new investments but for retooling and maintaining existing ones.

"he regulatory and promotional measures put in place have not been

vigorously implemented due to serious management problems and weak

administrative and policy frameworks. Although Nigerians are acclaimed to

oe good traaers ana middlemen the country is characterized by very low

:evei or entrepreneurial capaoiiity... The capaDility for project development

■s very low particularly among this level of entrepreneurs. Enterprise

management skills are still very deficient. This low level of entrepreneurial

capacity nas seriously limited the ability to utilize the various opportunities

cresent ana realize the full potentials of SMEs in Nigeria. SMEs are still

^aced with limited incentives in critical areas and still have inadequate

access to credit. They are faced with inadeai ne external exposure.
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inadequate foreign investment and technology transfer. The infrastructure

constraints are still inhibiting. The roads are generally bad, communication

poor, public utilities irregular and of recent very expensive. Marketing and

new market developed skills are still very weak. The development of agro-

based industries utilizing easily locally available raw materials and meeting

basic consumer demands is still very low. The identification and promotion

of labour intensive family based or owner operated small scale enterprises

which offer prospects for faster growth is low. Women entrepreneurial

capacity need to be particularly addressed as their mobilization for SMEs

would yield high dividends. The extension of R & D results to SMEs is still

weak for SME development. The IDCs, industrial estates and other support

facilities have not been effective in supporting and assisting SMEs. These

various constraints have militated against the growth and development of

SMEs." (UNDP 1994:4-5)

Althougn the sector is faced with numerous challenges and problems, it has

not been abandoned by the government. In fact in all the three year rolling plans

the government issued starting 1990, the importance of the sector is well

highlighted ana the government further provided a numoer of incentives and

support services that would accelerate the pace of development of the SME sector.

In 1989, the Federal government issued an industrial policy intended to

achieve an accelerated pace of industrial development. Industry was to be the

prime mover of the economy. The objectives of the policy were to provide greater

employment -ooortunities; increase export of manufactured goods; disperse

industry; improve the technological skills and capability available in the country;

:ncrease local content of industrial output; attract foreign capital; and increase

pnvate sector participation in the manufacturing sector, in order to achieve the

foregoing objectives, government was to encourage increased private sector

participation in tne industrial sector, play a catalytic role in establishing new core

industries, providing and improving infrastructural facilities, improving the
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regulatory environment, improving the investment climate prevailing in the country,

establishing a clear set of industrial priorities and harmonizing industrial policies at

federal, state and local Government levels. (See Federal Ministry of Industries

1988:10-29.)

Because of the effectiveness of small scale industries in generating employ

ment, the Small-Scale Industrialists (SMls) are considered effective instruments to

oe relied upon and are accorded high priority by the new policy. Small Scale

industries were defined as those with total investment of between one hundred

tnousand Naira and two million Naira. According to the industrial policy

"Government...accords high priority to the small and medium scale

enterprises(SIVlE) projects whose main objectives are to develop in Nigeria, a

oroader base of entrepreneurial culture, a core of trained manpower and an

effective institutional structure capable of providing technical services and credit

facilities to viable small and medium scale enterprises." ( Federal Ministry of

ndustries 1988:15}

A key government strategy for promoting the development of SMEs is by

Helping them more actively to meet their financial neecs. In addition to the

National Bank of Commerce and industry (NBCI), the policy declares that the

government would involve a mix of financial institutions: 5 commercial banks, 3

■merchant banks, NBC!, the Nigerian Agricultural Cooperative Bank and state

jevelODment finance cooperations. The policy pledged to establish industrial states

.vith appropriate mfrastructurai facilities. To this end it cromised to provide the

state governments wiin matching grants for the establishment of industrial states

earmarked for the promotion of small scale industries. The policy also pledged to

-jrtner intensify ana improve upon tne ongoing entrepreneurship development

orogrammes, work ror yourself programme and the train.ng of trainers skill for

aevelopmg the corps or entrepreneurs needed in the economy- To ensure the

.-widespread acqu.sition of technical know how, the Nigerian Government policy

oiedqea to improve tecnnologicai caDacitv through the establishment of industrial
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development centers,

In order to encourage foreign investment, the government promised to

liberalize access to fore.gn exchange for individuals and companies. It amended

the Nigerian Enterprises Promotion Decree of 1 977 in order to open up more areas

for foreign investors. Very recently the Act has been fully abrogated bringing to

an end years of efforts to indigenize entrepreneurship.

The private sector's participation in manufacturing was to be enhanced

through the privatization/commercialization of public sector investment.

Government also promised to maintain continuous dialogue through consultation

with the private sector on issues of concern to the industry.

Incentives to the Private Sector

To stimulate the effective participation of the private sector, the government

approved a package of incentives. These incentives are designed to promote

investment, employment, product mix and various aspects of industry. The

oacKage ot incentives include fiscal measures on taxation and interest rates,

effective protection with import tariff, export promotion of Nigerian products,

currency fac.litv for international trade and development banking.

-he fiscal measures include the "pioneer status" which provided for the tax

-enef for a period of 5 vears for those industr.es designateo as pioneer industries

and 7 years in tne case of industries located in economic disadvantaged areas.

More over, there are Drov,s,ons for tax concessions to industrialists who take

,nit.ative in the follow.ng areas: Local raw materials development, local value

aaded labour intensive orocesses, export- oriented activities, in-plant training and

nvestment in economically disaavantaged regions. There are also provisions for

-ax relief ana researcn development and the Company Income Tax Act provides



encouragement to potential and existing investors and entrepreneurs through

corporate tax rate at maximum of 40%. It also made significant improvements on

capital allowance, provided for tax free dividends for three years, elimination of

double taxation, protection for local industries through provisions for the imposition

for add valorem customs and excessive duties payable for goods imported and

manufactured in Nigeria, custom duties against dumped and subsidized goods. To

promote exports a number of measures were put in place that included import duty

draw back, export license weaver, export credit guarantee and insurance scheme,

export development fund, export adjustment scheme fund, rediscounting of short

term bills for export, capital allowance, and tax relief on interest income.

General Observations

At the time of launching of SAP, there was expectation that there would be

inflow of resources in terms of investments and assistance from donors, debt

'■eduction and rescheduling. Government went ahead to reduce expenditure,

;ntroducea privatization and commercialization measures in some cases, liberalized

trade, reformed tariff system, liberalized the financial sector and gave interest rate

free reign, but the hoped for assistance from outside did not materialize.

Between 1 986-1 990, the economy grew at an average of 5% annually. Of

the various sectors, agriculture performed satisfactorily. Industrial production

showed improved performance over what existed in the early 1980s but never

matched the hign perrormance recorded in the 1970s. There was also

mprovement in caoacitv utilization until 1992 ana 1993 when the average

capacity utilization rate fell bacK again to below 14% evei, a situation last

ooservea in 1985 ana 1986. This was mainly caused bv increased scarcity of

foreign exchange resulting in furtner depreciation of :r.e Niara rate thereby

contributing to higher cost of proauction. However, a numoer of firms that were

able to source significant proportions of their raw material inputs locally have

achievea above average rates of capacity utilization.
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During the period of deregulation of the Interest rate, i.e. up to 1990,

finance houses and new banks sprung and interest rate reached as high as 45%.

The financial sector was booming because they had access to foreign exchange.

By 1990, government expanded its expenditure and started to have huge deficit

and this made it possible for the banks to get money to buy foreign exchange. By

1 991 the government was worried about this development and put a lid on interest

rate putting it at 21%; relaxed it a bit by 1992, went up again in 1993 and by

1 994 brought back the lid and fixed it at 21.5%. When SAP was introduced in

1 986 the exchange rate rose from N1.5 to 4 to the dollar; 10 between 1980 and

1990, 20 by 1992 and by 1994 reached 100 in the parallel market. At present,

it hovers around N 85 to the dollar. The government intervened to regulate the

exchange rate and thus fixed the official rate of exchange on Naira to the dollar at

22.

Even though there was a relative price stability between 1986 and 1 987 as

a result of the initial commitment to the economic reform programme, inflation

started to sore again in 1988 following the government's decision to reflate the

economy and fund its borrowing requirements mainly from the central bank. As

a result, the inflation rate reached over 50% in 1 988/1 989. In 1 989 the fiscal and

monetary policies were tightened again resulting in the substantial moderation of

the inflation rate of 1 990 and 1 991. The inflationary pressures that have set in

since 1992 have again pushed the average inflation rate over the 50% level.

inflation has remained high since 1988 that even those with the " mind of the

nvestor" were not encouraged to invest as long as interest rate is negative.

As will be notea later the privatization/ commercialization initiatives were

worthy of pra.se but did not go far enough. Until today government is still carrying

on with it. Government still has a numDer of enterprises still consuming public

resources e.g steel comDlex, steel roiling mills, car assembly plants, non-strategic

industries which government could have transferred to the private actor. The

Technical Committee for Privatization and Commercialization admitted that "the
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bulk of Governments' investment is not in these enterprises slated for privatization,

but in the larger public utilities such as NEPA, NNPC, NRC, NPA, NAA which are

slated for commercialization.11 (H.R. Zayyad, undated:31)

Government did not privatize as much as it should have had. By being

present in the industrial sector government became a problem. It discouraged

entrepreneurs who could have taken advantage. As public enterprises borrow in

the capital market, they competed for resources that could have gone to the private

sector. The most recent move in the direction of leasing rather than outright sale

is a development of concern as would be demonstrated later on. To sum up, the

current policy environment can hardly be regarded as private sector friendly.
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Ml. INSTITUTIONS FOR ENTREPRENEURSH1P DEVELOPMENT

1. The Federal Ministry of Industry (FMI)

FMI is entrusted with the implementation of the Federal government's

industrial policy. It is the lead ministry for small and medium scale enterprises

development. The Small and Medium Scale Industries Department (SMID) and the

Planning, Research and Statistics department (PRSD) are its technical operational

arms for discharging its responsibilities. All government support services to SMEs

are channelled through SMID. SMID also provides infrastructural support services

and facilities to SMEs through its Industrial Development Centers (IDCs). Moves

are now underway to set-up a Small Scale Industries Development Agency (SIDA)

to be the focal point for all activities relating to SMEs.

In March 1 985, the Federal Ministry of industry organized the first national

workshop on the promotion and development of SMEs in Nigeria at the Administra

tive Staff College of Nigeria (ASCON), Badagry. Following the workshop, the

ministry, in collaboration with the British Council, sent an eieven-man team to

Durham University Business School in Britain to familiarize itself with SMEs

development. The team was introduced to the Working-For-Yourself-Programme

(WFYP), a type of entrepreneurship development programme found useful in

combatting unemployment m North-East England and the group felt it could be

adapted to the Nigerian context. Three Nigerians from the Nigerian Association of

Small Scale Industries (NASSU, The Center for Industrial Research and

Development (CIRD) of the then University of Ife and ASCON were sent to work

on the adaptation. The programme was formally adopted by the ministry in 1986.

The vVFYP has three stages viz. training of trainer-motivators, training of the

entrepreneurs and post training and monitoring. The programme is based on the

conceot or developing the four key success factors necessary for training in

business: motivation, ideas, ability/skills and resources. The programme seeks to
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build these factors around the process of getting into business and also tends to

move a "would-be entrepreneur11 from the stage of "no idea" to a stage of "start

up" in business. The programme lasts for eight weeks. Under the training of

trainers programme the Ministry trained 35 trainers between 1986 and 1987 at

ASCON and Durham Business School.

Following the test run of WFYP in Ondo state in 1 987, The National Bank of

Commerce and Industry launched its own Entrepreneurship Development

Programme (EDP) adapted from the Indian model. It was eventually decided to

merge the NBCI and FMI programmes under the title of EDP/WFYP. Ever since the

programme has been co-sponsored by the joint-organizing committee of FMI/NBCI.

By 1988, the programme has been effectively run in 14 states with 372

participants undergoing the training. Out of the 372 trained, 260 have been given

provisional letters of intent and only 14 have started their businesses in Lagos and

Ondo states with only N1.3 million of the total approved being disbursed.

The Ministry has now taken its EDP a step forward by including a new

programme in " Growth and Survival Problems". People already in business

encounter problems at different stages of development of their businesses. They

are, through this course, brougnt to a training programme where they learn why

their business is failing, in which particular areas viz. sales, production,

advertising;and are counselled on how to go about addressing the problems. The

training opportunity is extended not only to those who had undergone the EDP

-raining but other entrepreneurs as well.

Industrial Development Centers UDCs)

The iDCs are strategic institutional support agencies of the FMI to potential

and existing small industries. Thev are found in all the thirty states. They are

further aivided into zonal and satellite stations. The zonal offices provide services

mat a satellite office cannot provide. Thev serve as referral services and provide
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consultancy, extension, training, research and development and information

services to entrepreneurs.

They provide consultancy services in the following areas: entrepreneur

guidance and counselling on investment opportunities for modern small-scale

industries; preparation and appraisal of pre-investment proposals and feasibility

studies; preparation of market studies and area economic surveys; functional

consultancy services in production management, book-keeping, accounting & cost

analysis, marketing and sales promotion, personnel management and industrial

relations, selection & procurement of machinery and equipment and project

implementation; extension services in installation & commissioning of new factory

plants, in-plant technical assistance; repairs and maintenance equipment; project

inspection and monitoring and project analysis; training services in manpower

development programmes for apprenticeships and vocations, skills improvement,

entrepreneurial development and management appreciation; transfer of technology

on new processes, systems ana industrial proto-types and adaptation of new

tecnnoiogies & processes for small-scale industries; and information services in

data collection and documentation on raw materials, technology, markets, industry

and investment and information and references on trade and industry, industrial

policy, laws and incentives and journals and guides on modern small-scale

industries.

There is no doubt that well organized and equipped IDCs can be of

tremendous suoport to entrepreneurs who are struggling to make it. However, they

would neea a lot of strengthening before they could effectively discharge their

responsibilities. In assessing the present capacities of the IDCs, a UNDP study

remarks as follows:

The capacities and the corresponding capabilities of the iDCs to effectively

provide these services, particularly for the repair and maintenance of

macninerv and tools, product design, market counselling, etc. are grossly
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inadequate. Some of the IDCs do not have workshops; others which have

workshops do not have operational machinery in essential trades; while the

equipment in some under-utilized, in addition, lack of operating budget has

undermined the sustainability of the effective operation of the IDCs. The

workshops at Owerri and Zaria, the two oldest IDCs in the country are

littered with broken equipment and machines due to lack of skilled

manpower to carry out maintenance and repairs. Similarly, all other IDCs are

beset by problems of inadequate manpower, high turnover of technically

qualified personnel, and lack of training for enhancing skills of existing

personnel. The operation of IDCs is also affected by lack of efficient

management and accounting information system.(UNDP 1994:9)

Industrial Estates (IS)

The ISs provide industrial infrastructure which will make iife easy for starting

entrepreneurs. They have ready-built factory shades that can be let for a fee

thereby enabling the entrepreneur to consolidate his limited resources to procure

urgently needed equipment. They provide in addition to the factory shades

electricity, water, warehouses, central purchasing and central repairs facilities.

The Ministry of Inaustrv is inairectty mvolvea in the development of industrial

estates in the states. It provides matching grants to the states to encourage the

development of estates in collaboration with the private sector. At the moment

:here are 1 8 estates directly funaed by the federal government and 1 3 funded by

:he state governments. These industrial estates also suffer from problems similar

-o those encountered by IDCs. "Budgetary problems, inadequate staffing, lack of

:ecnnicai skills among the tecnnicians, and lack of operational and maintenance

^unas have seriously unaerrrnnea the effective operation of the industrial

3States"(UNDP 1994:9)

,,,thnr rpnnrt h^n the ooDortunity to visit the Matan industrial
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estate at Oshodi.Lagos, which accommodates 45 small-scale industrialists. It is

highly subsidized and the industrialists are appreciative of the facilities that have

been made available to them and believe it has successfully addressed one of their

greatest constraints viz. their inability to procure land to mortgage for loan and set

up businesses. Commendable as these federal and state initiatives may be, they

are far from adequate when compared to the demand for such services from the

thousands of entrepreneurs in Nigeria. If the Federal and State governments invest

more in these areas, small-scale industrialists could benefit immensely.

The Technology Incubator CentertTIC) Concept

The concept is a new approach to start small and medium seized enterprises.

It involves providing selected entrepreneurs with all the services they need to

develop their ideas from conception through commercialization and the launching

of a new enterprise, it can also assist fledgling SMEs to consolidate and expand

their activities.

The center provides a comprehensive range of common services, including

incubator space, enterprise counselling shared secretariat, start up financing and

assistance with product development and marketing. It follows strict admission

and exit rules which are designed to ensure that the TIC concentrates its efforts on

helping innovative, fast-growth business start ups that are likely to have a

significant impact on the local economy. Exit rules generally limit tenancy to a

period of between 3-5 years, thereov ensuring a reasonable turnover of tenants.

Professional management support is provided by closely monitoring tenant's

easinesses against their business plans, and ensuring that the incubator itself

oDerates in a business-like fashion with the prospect of becoming financially self-

sustaining.

Experiences elsewhere suggest that the provision of services on a one-stop

oasis ana enaoling the entrepreneurs to share common services, thereby reducing
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overhead cost, could cut the mortality rate of start-up businesses by 80%.

The first TIC has been launched at Agege, Lagos, with premises that can

accommodate 35 SMEs. It is a pilot project funded by UNDP and the Lagos state

government donated the premise by refurbishing an old dairy farm. The following

common services will be made available for the tenants: business planning and

counselling, research and development assistance, secretariat support, legal,

accounting and marketing advice, and seed capital financing.

Entrepreneurs are provided training to develop basic business skills. Outreach

services will be available to assist small businesses in Lagos as well as large scale

enterprises wishing to use the facilities and expertise available at the center. The

center plans to create a data base for the Lagos area containing a register of

entrepreneurs and a directory of business services and advisors.

2. National Directorate for Employment (NDE)

The NDE was established by the Federal government in November 1987 to

alleviate the problems of unemployment among Nigerian youths, school leavers and

graduates. The strategy was also based on encouraging the use of locally available

raw materials. The center has been catering to the needs of unemployed school

leavers, graduates of tertiary institutions, retired and retrenched workers. The

orogramme includes assigning the trainees to master tecnnicians like tailors and

carpenters to enable them further develoo their skills. The training is conducted at

ASCON twice a year and takes from 1 5 to 30 students.

NDE's four programmes include Youth Employment ana Vocational Skills

Development; Smail-Scaie Industries and Graduate Employment; Agriculture and

Special Public WorKs.
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The Youth Employment and Vocational Skills Development Programme

operates two major schemes- the National Open Apprenticeship Scheme and the

School on Wheels Scheme.

The National Open Apprenticeship Scheme is a programme for school leavers

who want to learn skills. The drop-outs are attached to master craftsmen who

could be individuals or institutions. The Directorate pays for the attachment and

gives token allowance for the duration of the training programme. Successful

trainees are provided with seed money for business start up.

Through its Waste to Wealth Programme, talented individuals who lack

financial resources are provided support to enable them start business in the area

of their interest. Under the scheme, about 100,000 apprentices have been

absorbed nationwide into 81 vocational centers with training facilities. Since its

inception it is reported that over 1 6,000 trainees have gone into paid employment

or become self-employed.

The School on Wheels Scheme involves taking fully equipped mobile

vocational facilities to the rural areas to tra.n rural dwellers as craftsmen and

artisans.
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BOX 1

TRANSFORMING UNIVERSITY GRADUATES

AND RETIRED CIVIL SERVANTS

TO ENTREPRENEURS

The National Directorate for Employment (NDE) was established by the Federal

Government in 1987 to alleviate the problems of unemployment among Nigerian youth,

school leavers and university graduates. Later on it added a programme for retired civil

servants.

Under the small scale industries and graduate employment programme, the NDE

encourages participants who are mainly graduates to become entrepreneurs and create

jobs for themselves and others. The participants attend an Entrepreneurship

Development Programme <EDP) which is an intensive two weeks course given during the

orientation programme at the national youth service corp camp. The programme aims

to expose them to the rudiments of modern business management techniques as well as

motivate their entrepreneurial talents. It is reported that over 69,000 university

graduates and other would-be entrepreneurs have benefitted from the programme.

Under the job creation loan guarantee scheme, the participants can secure a loan of up

to N50.000 on production of viable feasibility reports that are approved by any of the

participating banks. It is reported that over 2000 such projects have been funded by the

NDE through the banks and more than 1400 new jobs have been generated under the

scheme. The loan ceiling was eventually raised to N75,000.

The other scheme is targeted to retirees and retrenched civil servants who are

economically active and is known as the mature-people's scheme. The scheme helps

the people to start their own business. Bankable projects submitted by them could

attract about N250.000 per beneficiary. The beneficiaries are expected to hire a

minimum of two tertiary graduates, among others, for every N25,000 of the loan.
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Under its Small-Scale Industries and Graduate Employment Programme, the

NDE encourages participants who are mainly graduates to become entrepreneurs

and create jobs for themselves and others. The participants attend an EDP which

is an intensive short course of two-weeks given during the orientation period at the

national service camps. The programme aims to expose them to the rudiments of

modern business management techniques as well as motivating their

entrepreneurial talents. It is reported that over 69,000 university graduates and

other would be entrepreneurs have benefitted from the programme. Under the Job

Creation Loan Guarantee Scheme the participants can secure a loan of up-to

Naira(N) 50,000 on production of viable feasibility reports that are approved by any

of the participating banks. It is reported that over 2000 such projects have been

funded by the NDE through the banks and more than 14,000 new jobs have been

generated under the scheme. The loan ceiling was eventually raised to N 75,000.

The other scheme is targeted at retirees and retrenched people who are

economically active and is known as the Mature People's Scheme. The scheme

nelps the people to start their own business and bankable projects submitted by

them could attract about N 250,000 per beneficiary. The beneficiaries are

-xpected to hire a minimum of two tertiary graduates, among others for every

N25.000 of the loan. Though given a grace period of one year before commencing

repayment,they would be expected to have two guarantors of reputation and land

orooerty wnich is no less than 50% of the loan value.They would also be required

:o undergo EDP training organized by NDE and obtain a certificate of attendance.

The Ex-minister of the Federal Ministry of Establishments had in January

1 995 announcea her intention to introduce post-retirement training as "a service

wide exercise1'; but with her removal from office the future of the programme is

At the time the NDE launched the aforementioned projects no mechanism for
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follow-up and loan recovery was put in place as such a mechanism would have

required personnel, vehicles etc., which was not within the financial means of the

directorate. It is only recently that it was possible to set up the mechanism.

Another problem with the NDE project had to do with the reduction of the

purchasing power of the loaned amount due to high inflation rate and depreciated

value of the Naira. The agency is now very much in need of loan enhancement.

About 75% of the financed projects are successful and functional, while 1 5% are

distressed and require enhancement, but 10% are abandoned. A total of 814

projects were sponsored since 1987.

The type of businesses that the graduates have entered include (i) manufac

turing e.g. candle, school chalk, polytene bags, furniture, building blocks, yam/gari

processing; (ii) service e.g printing, vocational/nursery school, leisure services

laundry/dry cleaning, barber shops/hair dressing saloons. restaurant,fast food,

interior decoration, business center (iii) agro allied e.g. poultry, piggery, goat

rattening, cattle fattening.

Nationwide, NDE has about 1 000 staff most of whom are trained to handle

EDP training. It collaborates closely with the state governments and local govern

ments. Its budget for 1995 is about N2.3. billion. The small scale enterprises

department has an allocation of N 250 million for the activities handled by it.

The services are made available through the National Grid and State Pilots.

3ecause of the muiti-ethnic nature of some of the cities, NDE services in the

national grids are ooen to all ethnic groups irrespective of the.r origin. On the other

nand, the state pilots are reserved for those originally from the state.



IV. INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES

A. Center for Management Development (CMD)

CMD is a resource institution established in 1973 by the Federal Military

Government of Nigeria as the operational arm of the Nigerian Council for Manage

ment Development (NCMD). It is charged with the responsibility of promoting and

coordinating management education, training and development in Nigeria. The

center is supervised by the Ministry of National Planning. NCDM acted as the

Governing Council of CMD until it was suspended by the minister in June 1994.

According to the Decree of 1976, the center's objectives are:

• to provide to the council background information and other technical

data necessary for the council's policy-making and coordinating

functions;

• to assess Nigeria's managerial manpower in both pubic and private

sectors of the economy;

• to develop resources for management research, consulting and

training;

• to estaolish relevant professional associations to meet the needs of

national development;

• to ennance and use the quality and use of management research,

consulting and training;

• to establish and maintain an up-to-date library for management
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• to publish journals, research papers and books on modern

management and supervisory techniques in relation to the Nigerian

situation.

CMD was instrumental in pushing EDP in Nigeria. In addition to the initiative

it took in promoting EDP through NDE, CMD also launched another initiative in EDP

by organizing the first full fledged EDP for the now defunct Bendel state under the

auspices of the state ministry of commerce and industry. In recognition of its

pioneering role in promoting EDPs, the Federal Military Government mandated CMD

to coordinate the first National Entrepreneurship Awareness Programme for

1987/1988 NYSC members at 21 orientation camps under the auspices of NDE.

CMD was also directed to liaise with the universities and polytechnic for the

Institutionaliza- on of EDP.

Decree 51 of October 1976 charged the CMD with the responsibility of

"developing and promoting high national standard of management education,

entrepreneursnip development and supervision". Following this mandate, the

indigenous Business Advisory Services (IBAS) was created to advise and assist

small business persons who wanted to start their own enterprises. Another

initiative by CMD subsequent to IBAS is the programme on " How to buy a

business" launched to assist Nigerians to buy existing enterprises under the

dispensation of the 1972 Indigenization Decree.

The successes achieved in the foregoing programmes ied the Federal Military

Government to direct CMD to expand the programme to provide training for

oersonnei ot small scale businesses and those in government agencies responsible

^or proving extension services to the small-scale industry sub-sector. In 1977,

CMD was airected by the Federal executive council to undertake the management

nf small-scale industries development in the country. It
_ i _ .»^m r\r\r i— nm n



was also mandated to actively engage in the training of the private sector.To be

able to effectively discharge its responsibilities, CMD restructured itself in 1993

into five departments and several operating units. One of the divisions of interest

to this study is the Small- and Medium Enterprises Department comprising small-

scale industries, advisory services division,and entrepreneurial development

division.

In 1982, CMD recommended a comprehensive policy for an effective

promotion and development of small-scale industries in Nigeria. The highlights of

the poiicy recommendations included:

• improvement of the financing schemes for small scale industries;

• encouragement of Industrial Development Centers (IDCs)

to establish industrial extension service units in the areas of

operations;

• manageriai and technical training programmes for both the small scale

industrialists and industrial extension agents;

• development of infrastructural facilities for small scale industries:

• encouragement of sub-contracting practice to small-scale industries

throughout the country;

• improvement of the marketing system for small-scale industries;

• government support for and recognition of the NASSl; and

restructuring of the National Advisory Committee on Small-Scale

ndustries Develooment (NACCSSID) to make it more effective.
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A number of the above proposals have already been implemented by various

state governments in the country.

The CMD model programme for entrepreneurship development focuses on:

• selecting and training entrepreneur trainer-motivator;

• conducting surveys to identify industrial and business potentials in the

state for small and medium enterprises(SME's);

• identifying and carefully selecting those who could be developed as

entrepreneurs;

• developing or strengthening their entrepreneurial abilities;

• equipping them with basic managerial and technical know how for

successful operations;

• providing credit and necessary infrastructural facilities so that desired

objectives are realized; and

• constant monitoring of projects after they have been set up. (CMD,

Information on CMD'S EDP undated: 7)

CMD's EDPs cover such areas as advisory and consuitancy services, venture

initiation, preDaration of business plans, plant layout, marketing analysis and

management, proauctionmanagement, personnelmanagement, record keepingand

financial management. Such serv,ces were given free of charge or highly

subsidized by CMD.
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CMD was also instrumental in setting up Youth Entrepreneurs Loan Scheme

in collaboration with the Commonwealth Youth Fund in Lusaka.

Since 1 987, some 180,000 graduates and non-graduates have participated

in various EDP workshops. Some have already established their own enterprises.

Between 1986 and 1992, CMD organized 11 EDPs for more than 29,500

participants. The target groups included small industrialists, the National Youth

Service Corps(NYSC), women entrepreneurs and directors of youth development.

These programmes were sponsored by the Bendel State Ministry of Commerce and

Trade, NDE/NYSC, NBCI, the Federal Ministry of Industries, the Federal Youth

Development Department and CMD itself.

Between 1 985 and 1986, CMD carried out a training needs analysis for the

training of industrial extension workers and small-scale industrialists. It also

prepared a training document for the World Bank assisted project under small and

medium enterprises in five pilot states of Cross River, Imo, Niger, Ondo and

Plateau. In 1 991, it coordinated a nation-wide management support services for

the benefit of over 2000 entrepreneurs under the job creation loans guarantee

scheme of NDE.

Recognizing the need for creating a forum for the promotion and articulation

of small scale industrialists in Nigeria and pursuant to its mandate to assist in the

establishment of professional associations, CMD established the Nigerian

Association of Small-Scale Industrialists (NASSI) in 1978. NASSl has a

membership of over 10,000 throughout the country with branches in states.

B. Administrative Staff College of Nigeria (ASCON)

ASC0N was established by decree in 1973. Its objectives are to:
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• provide higher management training for the development of senior

executives for the public and private sectors of the Nigerian economy;

• provide and arrange for a comparative study and investigation and

techniques of management and administration, and for exchange of

ideas and experiences and for promotion of a better understanding

between persons connected with management and administration in

the various spheres of national life;

• conduct research into problems of management and administration

arising in different spheres of national life;

• award grants, scholarships or travel fellowships for research in public

administration and allied subjects;

• establish and maintain a library;

• undertake, organize and facilitate study courses, conferences,

lectures, seminars and the like and to promote the aforesaid subjects;

and

• undertake and provide for the publication of journals and of research

papers and books in furtherance of the aforesaid projects.

In 1 978, the Federal Ministry instructed the college to restrict its role to the

training of public officers. The college is divided into ten departments: human

resources development, government and security studies, local government

studies, public administration and management studies,economic studies, financial

management studies, enterprise management studies, technical management

studies, computer and information management studies and center for women in

management. The departments mostly organize short term training programmes
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but the school in addition runs a post-graduate diploma and certificate training

programmes in public administration.

ASCON was involved in EDP training through its enterprise management

department. It participated in the training of trainers programme for EDP in 1987

and conducted training in 8 states. It is currently involved in EDP for retiring

officers.

C. Center for Industrial Research and Development (CIRD)

CIRD was established in 1968. It was the first EDP training center to be

established in "he country. It was estat shed with UNIDO's assistance. It started

as a small business unit under the economics department of the social science

faculty of the University of Ife ( now Obafemi Awolowo University but eventually

evolved into a center in 1988.

The Center is involved in entrepreneurship training, small business develop

ment and extension services for industry. Its objectives are to:

• conduct research into various aspects of industrial development of

Nigeria;

• develop and carry out industrial management training programme for

indigenous entrepreneurs and government officials concerned with

small/medium industrial development programme;

• gather, store and disseminate information of industrial research in
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Nigeria;

• encourage and assist community sponsored industries through close

collaboration between the center and local communities;

• provide consultancy services to small and medium enterprises with a

view to improving, expanding and modernizing their operations; and

• undertake all such other activities as may from time to time be

necessary and expedient for the achievement of the foregoing objec

tives.

To achieve the above objectives, the center has embarked upon

entrepreneurship training schemes, industrial extension services, management

training, research and consultancy.

Together with the Business School of Durham University, the Federal

Ministry of Industry, NBCI, CMD, ASCON, CIRD developed and test- run a Nigerian

model of the work-for-yourself training programme for six states. In addition, the

center has also developed a 3-phase entrepreneurial development/self- employment

programme for UNDP/ILO which have been succpssfully implemented in seven

states.

CIRD's industrial extension services is one of its kind in Nigeria and makes

in-plant visits and offers counselling services to small and medium industrialists in

management,record keeping, accounting, work study, marketing, product costing,

personal management and quality control. In the last five years, the center claims

to have made more than 5000 in-plant visits to small enterprises in its catchment

area. The assignments covered such areas as diagnosis of sickness in industry,

revival of ailing business and capability and skill improvement support for business.
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It also provides specialized management programme in key business areas,

conducts research and undertakes consultancy services.

CIRD has a core and associated staff drawn from the university. The core

staff include research officers, extension officers comprising of industrial

management consultants and industrial officers. At present it has about ten core

staff and 20 associated staff members and 4 stations outside of IFE in four states

i.e those that are in the immediate catchment areas.

D. EMPRETEC Nigeria Programme

EMPRETEC was established to provide the capacity needed for business

creation, except for financial support, directly to the entrepreneur. As a result,

EMPRTEC was conceived as an alternative to channelling technical assistance to

the private sector directly.

EMPRETEC Nigeria came into operation in 1 989 and was the second to be

launched in the world. The name is an acronym formed from two Spanish words

which when translated means "technology based entrepreneurship". The

programme was first launched in Argentina.

The programme was initiated by the then UNCTC (United Nations Center on

Transnational Corporations) with the support of the UNDP. Its objectives were to

promote the participation of Transnational Corporations in the development of

entrepreneurs involved in business the world over. The programme was therefore

designed on the premise that identified elements which are vital for successful

creation and growth of small/medium scale enterprises could be mobilized from the

national operations of the TNCs and the established business community. It is a

programme which is promoted by a coalition of businessmen,bankers,

entrepreneurs and government officials and supported by UNDP.
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The EMPRETEC programme in Nigeria provides the entrepreneur with a

comprehensive package of assistance necessary for the successful operation of

business. The programme empowers the potential entrepreneur to discover himself

or herself and his or her potentials, as well as develop the necessary personal

entrepreneurial competencies; to identify business opportunities in his or her

environment and take the necessary action to exploit these opportunities and find

his feet in the business field.

The programme was a tripartite arrangement involving UNDP, UNCTC and

the Federal Ministry of Industry. UNCTC was the executing agency. The funding

was initially provided for two years and later extended to two years and one year

respectively. The Nigerian government was expected to put a mechanism for the

sustenance of the programme but as that did not happen after two extensions,

UNDP withdrew its support creating a survival crisis for the programme. The

government now pays the salary of the coordinator and the supporting staff but is

without funds for operations. And this happened in spite of the programme being

recognized as one of the best in the area.

UNDP's inputs to the programme involved salary for the project professional

staff and a secretary and a driver. It also provided to the project a vehicle, a

photo-copy machine, a computer and training equipment and materials. The

original grant was for $378,000 but by the time UNDP withdrew its support, the

total funding had reached $500,000. The local input from the Federal Ministry

was the provision of office space, telephone services, air conditioning etc.

The key activities of EMPRETEC Nigeria include:

Entrepreneurship Development Workshop: The workshop has its origin on the

findings of a research project funded by USAID and conducted by McBer and

Company and Management System in the US. The research was based on life

experience study of successful entrepreneurs and determined the behavioral
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competencies of such entrepreneurs.The course is designed to highlight what

successful entrepreneurs do, how they think, and how they feel and help the

participants to develop these competencies necessary for success as

entrepreneurs. The participants are selected through careful screening procedures

involving written examinations and interviews. They then attend a twelve day

intensive training programme combining behavioral aspects on entrepreneurship

with practical exercises which build the skills needed to plan and operate a

small/medium scale enterprise. Nine such workshops have already been held and

over 300 entrepreneurs trained.

Seminars: EMPRETEC also organizes seminars designed to build skills while others

aim at exposing entrepreneurs to potential business opportunities. These included:

negotiating joint ventures and technology transfers; investment opportunities in the

Petro-chemical industry for small/medium scale enterprises in Nigeria; credit

delivery and administration for bank loan officers; and business opportunity

guidance.

Advisory and Counselling Services: EMPRETEC has also business centers in Lagos,

Kano and Imo states staffed by competent professionals who offer free advisory

services to entrepreneurs on matters relating to their business. These include

assistance in preparation of busine^- plans, facilitating financing, procurement of

raw materials machinery and equip ent and negotiating business agreements.

Empretec Business Forum: The network brings experts of the corporate sector to

provide information on topical issues of concern to the emerging business. The

meetings help the members to discuss their problems and successes. Branch

forums exist where EDP workshops have been held and are found in Lagos, Ibadan,

Enugu, Jos, Kano,and Port Harcourt.

To ensure the sustainability of the programme, five Nigerians were trained

to run the module developed by the Management Systems international Inc. These
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trainers are now responsible for running the programme in Nigeria.

The Nigerian Employers' Consultative Association's(NECA) Small and Medium

Enterprises Development Activities

NECA is the central organization of employers in the organized private sector

in Nigeria. The association was formally established in 1957 as a consultative

body. It is the forum for employers in Nigeria to meet, discuss, consult and

exchange views and information , thereby promoting co-operation among

employers in various industries, trades and businesses. Apart from serving as a

clearing house, it is also the private sector employer's representative to national

governmental bodies,regional and international organizations. It provides advice to

the members on such matters as employer-employee relations, relations with trade

unions, human resources development and utilization, personnel management and

employee welfare services. NECA also provides training and education programmes

for its members and provides data bank services.

NECA set up a small and medium enterprises department in 1992 with

emphasis on small enterprises development. It then established linkages with other

small enterprises development agencies and invited them to join in a national SME

network, with NECA as a focal point. As of present the network is constituted of

ASCON, CIRD, CMD, EMPRETEC/Nigeria, National Association of Independent

Business (NAIB), National Association of Nigerian Women in Business (NANWIB},

Nigerian Association of Small Scale Industrialists(NASSI), Nigerian Opportunities

Industrialization Centre (NOIC), National Directorate of Employment(NDE), and

People's Bank of Nigeria (PBN).

The network's objectives include:

• enhancing capacity building within the collaborating agencies, so as

to facilitate in-house efficiency and effectiveness;



• attracting local and international support for local projects;

• making policy inputs on the creation and sustenance of an enabling

environment for the development of SMEs;

• ensuring an effective platform for monitoring the implementation of

government policies relating to SMEs; and

• creating a data bank on all relevant SMEs activities in Nigeria.

It has since its inception conducted an "improve your business" training of

trainers course in collaboration with ILO and DANIDA in which 20 trainers were

trained for the network; coordinated 1 3 improve-your-business training of entrepre

neurs workshops in different states in which 270 entrepreneurs participated,

adapted the look-after-your firm resource materials to the Nigerian

environment,developed a Nigerian case study manual on strategic management for

medium sized firms and conducted an ILO/NECA/DANIDA "look-after-your firm"

training of trainers workshop in 1994 in which 12 trainers from collaborating

organizations and sectoral employer's associations with indigenous medium scale

entrepreneurs were trained.

NECA hopes to help the entrepreneurs through its training programmes to

improve their businesses so that they can graduate to medium sized enterprises,

become profitable and stable enough to join NECA.

Problems of EDPs

Their basic weakness is that the institutions are being called to cater to large

and diverse groups, senior level and middle level government officials and entrepre

neurs. There are not enough training facilities or capacity building arrangements
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for people planning to go to SMEs.

Commendable as the efforts exerted by different actors in promoting EDP

training schemes may be and inspite of the desired impacts the training

programmes may have had, the actual investment undertaken in these projects was

constrained as many of the entrepreneurs have not been successful in securing

loanable funds from the banking system.

The innovative initiative launched by NDE, though not adequately funded,

is a worthwhile effort that needs to be vigorously pursued. This is one area where

donors can become handy in keeping alive this useful experiment of confronting

headlong the serious youth unemployment facing the country.

The states have been playing useful roles in imparting EDP training at the

intermediate levels but need to be assisted to strengthen their capacities in terms

of qualified trainers and equipment.

The inculcation of EDP concepts will have to start much early in the

educational system if it is to have sustainable impact. CMD had proposed that

such education be incorporated into the university curriculum, but because of

failure to resolve who should be in control of the programme, whether the

university commission or the poly-technic boards, the decision is still stalled. An

early resolution of the problem could pave the way for EDP education whose

impacts could be far reaching.
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V. THE ROLE OF THE FINANCIAL SECTOR IN INVESTMENT FINANCING AND

PROMOTIONAL SERVICES

In Nigeria, it is believed that government business policies have been skewed

in favor of large scale enterprises to the detriment of Small Scale Enterprises.

Large-scale enterprises have enjoyed such benefits as access to credit, foreign

exchange, protection from severe competition through tariffs and quotas and trade

licensing. SSEs were literally ignored by the authorities and operated largely

outside the system of government benefits and regulation. They had limited

access to formal credit institutions and the main sources of technology transfer.

In recent years, however, there seems to have been change of heart and the

government has recognized them as bedrock of entrepreneurship and engines for

industrial growth. In 1971, the government established a coordinating umbrella

organization called the "Small-Scale industries Corporation". It was expected to

promote small-scale industries generally through the provision of extension services

and technical/managerial assistance as meeting the training needs of SSEs.

To further stimulate the growth of SMEs, Nigeria established a number of

development finance institutions to contribute to the development of specific

sectors of the economy. They consist of the Nigerian Industrial Development Bank,

the National Bank of Commerce and Industry, the Nigerian agricultural and

Cooperative Bank (NACB) and the Federal Mortgage Bank of Nigeria. The Federal

government has also established some specialized institutions to cater mainly for

the banking needs of some segments of society such as petty traders, peasant

farmers and deprived communities. Among these institutions of some interest to

this study are People's Bank on Nigeria and the Community Banks.

A. The Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN)

The Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) as the apex bank has been instrumental

in creating the various financial institutions to serve different interest in the
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economy. Through its regulatory activities, the CBN has promoted growth in

various sectors of the economy. Notable among these are the promotion of small-

scale enterprises, promotion of rural banking, promotion of agricultural and

manufacturing activities, promotion of special schemes and funds such as the

agricultural credit guarantee scheme against risks inherent in agricultural lending,

the re-financing and rediscounting facility and the foreign input facility, the small

and medium scale enterprises apex unit loan scheme and the national economic

reconstruction fund.

In 1 970, the CBN directed that credit to indigenous borrowers was to be at

least 35% of commercial and merchant banks total loans and advances. At

present, banks are required to advance not less than 20% of their total loans and

advances outstanding to small-scale enterprises. Non-compliance carries with it

stiff penalties, while the undisbursed amount is forwarded to NBCI for on-lending

to small scale businesses. Through its monetary policy circular, CBN stipulates in

its guidelines that no less than 35% of commercial and 40% of merchant banks'

credit be granted to manufacturing enterprises. CBN defines SMEs as those whose

investment excluding land and machinery is between one million and ten million

Naira. The entrepreneurs complain that this definition would exclude the majority

of SMEs as these figures are much higher than the N10,000 to N one million

initially used to define SMEs.

To assist the SMEs to become a veritable engine of growth, the central bank

and the Federal ministry of finance negotiated and obtained a World Bank loan for

the SMEs. The total proiect cost is $451.8 million of which the WB provided 64%

i.e. $ 270 million. The entrepreneurs were to provide 79.7 million, while the

participating banks were expected to provide the balance of $ 66.1 million. An

SME apex unit was established in CBN to administer the loan and by 1993, a

disbursement of $ 109 million was made to 269 beneficiaries.
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B. Nigerian Industrial Development Bank (NIDB)

The bank was established in 1964 to provide credit and other facilities in

industries, particularly medium and large scale enterprises on concessionary terms.

Some small scale enterprises have also benefitted from its services. The total

assets of NIDB amounted to N 2.3 billion at the end of December 1992. Its

cumulative loan distribution stood at N 1.3 billion. The bank's loan sanctions were

N 1,105.7 million at the end of 1993 while its total disbursement of loans fell from

N 1,294.2 in 1992 to N 635.1 million.(CBN Briefs 1994:4)

C. National Bank of Commerce and Industry (NBCI)

Even though the Federal government established the small-scale industries

credit scheme as a revolving grant by the Federal and state governments in

meeting the credit needs of SMEs on more concessionary rates than commercial

^anks could provide as early as 1971, rampant reports of mismanagement by the

jdministrators of the fund and the beneficiaries themselves and inadequacy of

financial resources forced the government to pull out from the scheme and to

establish NBCI as an apex credit organization for SMEs.

NBCI was established in 1978 by the Federal government and CBN, as an

apex institution for financing small enterprises. Its authorized capital was N 50

million with 60% participation by the Federal government and 40% by CBN. The

present paid-up share capital of the Bank is N 200 million. The bank's functions

include the provision of equity and loan funds to indigenous persons, institutions

and organizations for medium and long-term investment in industry and commerce,

performance of all aspects of commercial banking business, providing such

functions as loan syndications, guarantees, letters of credit and bills for collection

business, feasibility studies, management consultancy, equipment leasing, foreign

exchange market etc. It is also a member of the Nigerian Stock Exchange.
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In addition to its lending operations, NBCI was also given the additional

responsibility of administering the FMI's special fund for small enterprises under a

soft loan agreement. In addition to its equity capital, NBC! also received grants

from the Federal Government and short-fails arising from commercial and merchant

banks' inability to meet the recommended lending levels to small-scale enterprises

under the central bank's guidelines.

NBCI initiated an EDP, otherwise known as Working-For-Yourself Programme

in 1985 to assist, in particular, potential small-scale industrialists to acquire the

relevant skills needed to ensure proper business management. The programme was

officially inaugurated in Lagos state in July/August 1987 but was eventually

extended to other states. However, following a review of the two EDPs offered by

FMI and NBCI and the overlap discovered, it was decided to merge the two

programmes.

Management problems led to the dissolution of the board of the bank and the

appointment of a sole administrator to restructure the bank. The events leading to

the restructuring of the bank is summarized by the head of the corporate plan as

follows:

"SMEs are risky areas of investment. Small men do not have the ability to

repay, they have managerial constraints and have problem with sourcing of

raw materials. SAP has resulted in unsteady and slow economic growth,

drastic devaluation of the Naira, high inflation. Unstable currency rate has

led to depressed demand and low capacity utilization of resources. The

impact of the macroeconomic changes have adversely affected SMEs. The

fast devaluation of the Naira coupled with the soaring interest rate, which

with deregulation hit as high as 50% and even the inter-bank tending which

went up as high as 100% made cost of borrowing too high. SMEs who

have persistent shortage of working capital could not mobilize the funds to

buy the foreign exchange they needed on account of the highly depreciated

value of the Naira.The SMES could not compete with the large scale

enterprises which had huge Naira reserves. The commercial and merchant

banks that used to assist SMEs in terms of working capital did not want to
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help any more because investment in that area was considered highly risky.

The World Bank was not willing to come to their rescue and African

Development Bank's lending to cover the Foreign exchange component was

at the going rate of exchange which was not at all accessible to SMEs.

SMEs were therefore unable to repay their loans. NBCI high and doubtful

debts increased rapidly.

Since the bank's future became precarious, as the number of defaulters

increased, it was brought under an undertaker and restructuring took place.

As a result, the bank was changed from statutory corporation to limited

public company and this was done to improve the quality of service, to

strengthen the financial capacity base and to sanitize the balance sheet.

The share holders agreed to increase the equity to one billion but have not

paid up to-date. The bank requires immediately N 600 million. Part of it has

been paid but not enough to ensure continuity of its lending operations. As

a result of the restructuring, the bank's 22 branch offices were reduced into

4 zones."( Interview with Mr. Bero)

D. People's Bank

The establishment of the bank was announced by the government in the

1 988 budget with initial allocation of N30 million. It obtained its legal status when

it got established by decree in 1 990. The Bank provides credit to small borrowers

who cannot meet the stringent collateral requirements normally demanded by

conventional banks. The beneficiaries are those at the grass root level. Its loans

range from N 50-5000. It has over 270 branches throughout the country, the

total assets rose from N 600.6 million in 1 992 to N 842.1 million in 1 993.

E. The Community Banks
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Community banks are self-sustaining financial institutions owned and

managed by a community or a group of communities to provide financial services

to the community. By 1993 there were 879 community Banks. Of this 611

reported to the National Board of Community banks and had N 625.3 million worth

of assets. Their deposit liabilities stood at N2,188.2 million, while their total

investment amounted to N326.6 million.(CBN Briefs 1994:5)

F. The Nigerian Agricultural and Cooperative Bank (NACB)

NACB was established in 1972 to provide loans to agricultural enterprises.

The CBN owns 40% of the equity capital while 60% is owned by the Federal

government. The funds that the CBN provides to NACB are derived from shortfalls

from banks which fail to comply with the guideline on minimum credit to the

agricultural sector.

G. The Nigerian Export-Import (NEXIM)

NEXIM was established in 1 991 as an export credit agency for non-oil export

sector. It has a share capital of N500 million held equally by the CBN and the

Federal government. The facilities offered by NEXIM include the export stimulation

loan (ESL), the foreign input facility (FIF) and the refinancing and rediscounting

facility (RRF)

H. The National Economic Reconstruction Fund (NERFUND)

With the effects of SAP biting hard and the resultant sharp depreciation of

the Naira, coupled with equally sharp rise of interest rates, it became impossible

for SMEs to obtain loans to finance investments and provide working capital. To
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ease their financial plight, the Government established NERFUND in 1990 to

provide relatively long-term loans (5-10 years) at relatively concessionary rates of

interest. The fund is made up of a Federal grant and counterpart funding by the

World Bank and the African Development Bank.

I. The Stock Exchange Market

The CBN has authorized the establishment of a secondary market in the

stock exchange market to assist SMEs to mobilize funds. The Nigerian Stock

Exchange operates the main exchange for relatively large enterprises, and the

Second-tier Securities Market for small-and medium-scale enterprises. The listing

requirements in this market are less stringent.

Assessment of Effectiveness of Financial institutions in Promoting

Entrepreneurship

Definitely, Nigeria seems to have put in place a number of mechanism for

assisting entrepreneurs. The question then becomes how useful have the varied

institutions and facilities been to the entrepreneurs? Between 1980 and 1990

actual disbursement made through NBCI to SSEs amounted to N 428.87 million

representing 39.6% of the funds approved. The number of NBCI approvals in

1 987-1 990 dropped from 1 73 in 1 987 to 36 in 1 990. The gaps between the loan

approvals and actual disbursements has been attributed to the inability of SMEs to

meet the collateral requirement of the bank and the limited financial resources of

the bank.

Nor was the lending from the commercial and merchant banks satisfactory.

In spite of a recent directive given to these banks by CBN that the proportion of

loans to be extended to SSEs should not be less than 1 6%, the proportion loaned

ranged from 1.6% in 1 980 to 9% in 1986 for commercial banks and from 3.1 %
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in 1984 to 13.3% in 1987 for merchant banks. In the case of the latter, reluctance

was attributed to the high mortality among these class of enterprises and the

general inability of SSEs to provide collateral securities to Bank up their loan

requirements. Cases have been reported of banks opting for the penalty rather

than comply with the CBN's guideline for loaning to SSEs

In the case of NERF, a total of 1 56 projects received loan approvals at the

end of June 1992. These approvals covered 77 in agro-allied industries, 59 in

manufacturing, 8 in textile mitiing, 4 for mining/quarrying and 8 for industrial

support services. During the same period, only 92 projects representing about

59% of the projects received approval. The total amount of the loan disbursed

amounted to 28% of the value of the loans approved. The unsatisfactory

performance of this fund is attributed to the restrictive eligibility conditions for

enterprises wishing to benefit from the NERFUND. According to Inang and Ukpong

" one of the most constraining provisions relates to the requirement that the

participating banks., are to bear all the credit risk involved in financing SMEs.

Secondly, there is the problem of the inability on the part of the SSEs to finance

the required minimum personal stake of one-third of the projected cost of a project;

a problem which is compounded by SMEs' usual aversion to ownership dilution.

A third constraint is the level of interest rate on MERFUND loans, which is even

more debilitating for the SMEs than for large scale companies." (Inang and Ukpong

1994:15)

For reasons similar to NERFUND, the experience with the World Bank SME

loan facility was not at all satisfactory. By June 1 992, only 22.2% of the $ 270

million provided under the facility had been committed to various projects and out

of the total only 11.1 % has been disbursed.

In relative terms, the performance of NEXIM has been encouraging. Under

the Export Refinancing and Rediscounting Facility N 769.2 million has been

disbursed by the end of 1 991. The ESL funded through the ADB facility of $270
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million had been fully disbursed by the end of 1 991. Under FIF N11 8.6 million has

been disbursed during the same period.

The People's Bank has thus far been successful. By June 1992, the number

of loan beneficiaries stood at 181,061, while the total loan outstanding was

N102.6 million. The reliance on peer groups as a basis for granting loans has been

provided as the main reason for its success. But the Bank has problems that range

from initial logistic difficulties to inadequate financial resources to meet its vast

lending requirements. According to Inang and Ukpong "unfortunately, because of

the concessionary nature of its lending, its funds can only come through grants

from the federal government, as its accessibility to the capital market and ability

to mobilize savings are constrained by its relatively low lending." (fnang and

Ukpong 1994:17)

The Community Banks have risen from one in 1991 to 186 by the end of

June 1992. The majority of the clients are small enterprises but unfortunately,

they are not yet widespread enough to make the desired impact on SMEs access

to credit.

It has been recognized by all parties concerned that the major constraint to

the effective operations of SMEs is lack of access to credit. As could be surmised

from the foregoing, the financial institutions were unwilling to assist the SMEs even

when they were threatened with stiff penalties. The risk associated with the high

mortality of the SMEs had been the principal cause for the lack of support by the

banks. The ministry of industry had been looking for ways of overcoming the

problem and a study it commissioned to look into the possibilities of introducing a

national credit guarantee scheme for small and medium enterprises has been

completed and submitted to the Federal Council for consideration. If and when it

secures approval and the scheme is formally constituted, it could go a long way

in relieving the SMEs of their major bottleneck.
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VI. INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK FOR R & D OF APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY

AND EXTENSION TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES TO ENTREPRENEURS

The Federal government has established several research and development

institutes for the development and adaptation of technology appropriate for the

Nigerian industrial sector. The National Agency for Science and Engineering

Infrastructure (NASENI) is entrusted with the responsibility of coordinating R & D

institutes and operates as a national arm of the Federal Ministry of Science and

Technology. Three of the research institutes that have been catering to the needs

of entrepreneurs are discussed below.

A. The Federal Institute for Industrial Research, Oshodi (FIIRO)

FMRO is a parastatal research institution founded by the Federal Government

of Nigeria in 1956. It is under the aegis of the Federal ministry of science and

technology.

The objectives of FIRO include assisting the acceleration of the industrializ

ation process through finding industrial utilization for the country's raw materials

and upgrading of indigenous production techniques. Hence FIIRO's mission is to

provide the scientific knowledge and the technical knowhow needed to convert

locally available raw materials into capital and consumer goods. The center has

over 550 research scientists and technical support staff.

FIIRO's research activities cover the areas of chemical and fibre technology,

engineering, food and biotechnology and information, technology marketing and

extension services. Its R & D activities are categorized into in-house research

projects, sponsored research projects and contract research projects.

FIIRO's facilities include modern laboratories, machine shops, fabrication
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workshop, a foundry, electro-plating workshop, glassblowing workshop, computer

center and textile testing laboratory. Its food pilot plant facilities include mills,

dryers, dewatering and serving equipment and grain dehullers. In addition it has

a well equipped fermentation facility and a cereal and bakery laboratory.
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BOX 2

DISSEMINATING RESEARCH RESULTS

TO ENTREPRENEURS

To assist smalt-scale industrialists to use locally sourced raw materials and locally manufactured

technology, the Federal Government has established a number of research institutes. One such

institute is The Federal Institute of Industrial Research, Oshodr (FIIRO).

The objectives of FIIRO include assisting the acceleration of the industriatization process through

finding industrial utilization for the country's raw materials and upgrading of indigenous production

techniques. Hence FIIRO's mission is to provide the scientific knowledge and the technical knowhow

needed to convert locally available raw materials into capital and consumer goods.

FIIRO's research activities cover the areas of chemical and fibre technology, engineering, food and

biotechnology and information, technology marketing and extension services.

FIIRO's facilities include modern laboratories, machine shops, fabrication workshop, a foundry,

electro-plating workshop, glassblowing workshop, computer center and textile testing laboratory. Its

food pilot plant facilities include mills, dryers, dewatering equipment and grain dehullers. In addition

it has a well equipped fermentation facility and a cereal and bakery laboratories.

Training programmes aimed at transferring the expertise and technical know-how of FIIRO to the

Nigerian entrepreneurs are offered alt year round. Over 300 entrepreneurs have been trained so far.

Among courses offered are laundry and toilet soap production, mushroom cultivation, body and hair

pomade productton, spark plug refurbishing, bottling of palm wine, production of detoxified cassava

starch, mechanized production of fufu and electroplating technology.

FIIRO has completed the following projects and Smalt Scale Industrialists have benefitted from its

research findings. The completed projects includes:

mechanized production of Gari and fufu.

processes for the production of ginger beer and ginger ale concentrates from raw ginger,

production of tomato powder, soy-fortified gari, yam flour, peanut butter from local peanuts,

salad cream and mayonnaise from local materials, wines from indigenous fruits, composite non
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Through its engineering division, FIIRO renders services in the design and

fabrication of equipment and machinery, cutting of various types of gears,

machining of spare parts, glass blowing, refurbishing of sparking plugs,

electroplating of metals,metal forming, rolling, cropping and aluminum welding. Its

foundry has also facilities for non-destructive testing of metals and non-metals.

FIIRO provides analytical services for chemical and microbiological analysis

of raw materials and finished products,training in quality control and provision of

parameters for the standardization of industrial manufactured products.

Services in textile testing include all type of fibre, yarn and fabric including

carpets for various quality parameter such as yarn length and strength. The

laboratory can also provide consultancy for selection of textile products for

different uses and training of personnel in textile quality assessment.

Consultancy services are provided in textile quality control, market sur

veys,consumer acceptance tests, sensory and toxicological evaluation of new

products, project development and evaluation, feasibility studies and reports and

equipment sourcing and plant installation.

Training programmes aimed at transferring the expertise and technical know

how of FIIRO to the Nigerian entrepreneurs are offered all year round. Over 300

entrepreneurs have been trained so far. Among such courses are laundry and

toilet soap production, adhesive production from cassava and gum arabic, wine

production, mushroom cultivation, body and hair pomade production, spark plug

refurbishing, basic foundry practices, bottling of palm wine, production of

detoxified cassava starch, mechanized production of fufu, electroplating

technology.

In addition it has information and techno-marketing division comprising of the

library, computer unit and printing. It offers complete information services to
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industries and researchers and operates F1IRO INDICES (Industrial Information

Center and Extension Services). Its Techno-Marketing Section brings FIIRO's

achievements to the public through training courses and dissemination of pre-

feasibility reports and profiles of industrial processes. It also engages in project

evaluation, market surveys, techno-economic feasibility studies and preparation of

project proposals.

FIIRO has completed the following projects:

• mechanized production of Gari and fufu;

• processes for the production of ginger beer and ginger ale

concentrates from raw ginger;

• production of tomato powder, soy-fortified gari, yam flour,peanut

butter from local peanuts, salad cream and mayonnaise from local

materials, wines from indigenous fruits, composite non-wheat bread;

• molting of Nigerian sorghum;

• production of beer from sorghum malt;

• extraction of starch from sweet potatoes;

• production of fibre board; and

• production of porcelain insulator and refined kaolin and design and

fabrication of the following equipment: palm wine pasteurizer, FIIRO

alcohol still, automatic weighing and dispensing machine, fish drying

kiln,crown corking machine, soap reactor, gari-making plant, corn

decorticator/degermer, roller mill, benniseed dehuller, molting plant,
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tilting furnace for metal casting.

The Institute is financed through government subvention and has also been

a recipient of technical assistance from UNDP, UNIDO and EEC. UNDP provided

equipment for textile testing and quality control, UNIDO helped in the setting up of

the industrial information center through the provision of computers and related

software and EEC provided foundry equipment and facilities, training in food

technology and provided fermentation equipment.

B. Raw Materials Research & Development Council (RMRDC)

RMRDC was established by Decree no. 39 of 1987 and commenced

operation in February 1988. The mandates of the council are to:

• draw up policy guidelines and action programmes on raw materials

acquisition, exploitation and development;

• review from time to time raw material resource availability and

utilization, with a view to advising the Federal Military Government

on the strategic implications of depletion, conservation or stock-piling

of such resource;

• advise on adaptation of machinery and process for raw material

utilization;

• encourage publicity of research findings and other information

relevant to local sourcing of industries;

• encourage growth of in-plant research and development capabilities;
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• advise on and devise awards or systems for industries that achieve

any break-through or make innovations and interventions;

• coordinate workshops, symposia and seminars designed to enlighten

people on new developments and solutions discovered from time to

time;

• consider and advise on special research grants for specific objectives;

and

• consider and advise on any other issue capable of enhancing the

objectives of the council.

Its activities covered me establishment of a science and industry data bank

which stores a wide range of science and industrial based data which include data

on the available local mineral and agro raw materials,their location, reserve

estimates, levels of development, production and utilization; R &D programme

where RMRDC funds innovative and applied R & D projects necessary for local raw

materials development and utilization by the manufacturing sector; establishment

of catalytic model factories designed to facilitate the proliferation of simitar raw

materials processing industries.

RMRDC is also required to promote indigenous engineering efforts in the

design, fabrication and installation of complete plants for raw material processing;

boosting agricultural productivity through seed multiplication and distribution to

farmers; promoting the growth of engineering capability through supporting local

design and fabrication of universal components and through organizing a

specialized exhibition tagged "Resources and Techno-Exposition"; catalyisation of

risk fund Pic which is an additional source of venture capital funding for strategic

projects and resource based industries; development of alternative livestock feed;

promoting investments in local resource-based industries through the provision of
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consultancy/feasibility support services, financial brokerage service and equity

participation in joint venture projects; establishment of pilot plants based on R &

D results from other research institutes, industries and other research efforts

sponsored by RMRDC. The central aim of the pilot project programme is the

commercialization of indigenous inventions.

Through its Investment Promotion and Consultancy Department, the council

provides the following services:

• Techno-Economic Information service;

• Project feasibility studies;

• Raw materials, equipment and financial brokerage;

• Resuscitation of ailing companies and industrial trouble shooting;

• Investment promotion services! Seminars, Workshops, Training

programmes Techno-Exposition); and

• Joint-Venture linkages.

The RMRDC makes use of university and research institutions and private

concerns that have R & D activities.

According to Dr. Aliyu, the Chief executive of the center:

" The center has the mandate to encourage industrialization through the

development of local resources. The government is not interested in

investing in those areas, hence we have to encourage the private sector.

The council is constituted in such a way that the board is composed of
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private sector representatives. Only one of the 8 members of the board

comes from the government. After we determined that the country had a

lot of resources, we realized there was no willingness on the part of the

private sector to invest in those areas. We had thus to introduce

programmes aimed at encouraging the private sector.

In the few circumstances where there was interest to invest, raising the capital

needed for the purpose was not easy. We therefore advised the government to

issue a venture capital decree to support entrepreneurs wishing to go to such risky

area. We also advised the government to set up a national risk fund to be owned

by the private sector. It is expected that the government will raise enough fund to

finance this programme. While the normal bank interest charges range from 20-30,

such body would charges 6%. We also encourage the private sector to invest in

some selected local resource based projects. By providing catalytic factories, we

encourage the private sector to invest. We encourage the establishment of locally

sourced joint-ventures and source those interested in the project. The council

provides 10-20% of the investment need. After demonstrating the operationality

of research inventions, we commercialize by selling the patents. Our activities are

geared to SMEs and we have undertaken 15 different project so far: 5 model

factories, 1 3 joint-ventures and 25 pilot projects. The center is fully funded by the

government."! Interview with Dr. Aliyu)

C. The Project Development Agency (PRODA)

PRODA is located in Enugu and produces several prototypes of industrial

machinery. Many of its products have been successfully adopted by the private

sector enterprises.

It is presently developing and fabricating prototype transformers, electric

motors and accessories and it is hoped that this would relieve the private sector

and other agencies of the irritations caused by frequent interruptions in power
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supply.
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VII. IMPACT OF STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT PROGRAMMES (SAPs) ON SMEs

With the deteriorating economic performance as a result of the distortion

produced by the oil wealth, the pattern of consumption, the inadequacy of the

import substitution policy as well as the ineffectiveness of import restrictions

clamping on the economy at different times a painful measure aimed at reversing

this unfortunate trend was inevitable. Thus SAP was a necessary evil.

SAP seems to have given rise to a renaissance of help- yourself initiatives.

Because of the generally harsh economic environment, a lot of ingenuity came to

the fore for people who aspired to stay above water. Nigeria started producing and

using locally sourced raw materials. By 1986, as a result of the devalued Naira,

it was almost impossible to import. According to one report, " on July 12, 1986,

it cost N85.35 to buy $100 from the local market. By September 26 the same

year, after a second -tier foreign exchange market(SFEM) was introduced it cost

N410 to buy $100, about 392 per cent fall. By August 1990 it was N790 to

$100. Obviously, the effect on manufacturers most of who rely on imported inputs

has been greatly severe"(Whiteman 1990:15). By 1986 foreign exchange became

expensive and imports became prohibitive forcing people to produce locally.

Entrepreneurship blossomed during that period.

However, in spite of the opportunities that opened up for local production

by the private sector, recovery was not strong enough to pull the economy of the

doldrums. The cost of funds was too high because the rate of interest was free

reign, sending the cost of borrowing money as high as 33 per cent. The black

market exchange rate was too high and attempts made to control it proved even

costlier for entrepreneurs to take advantage of. As a result, cost of importing raw

materials became too high and expensive. Yet, in spite of it, local sourced

production could nottake advantage of the opportunity to expand operations as the

industrial strategy that was instituted in the past was based on import substitution

and required importation of raw materials from abroad for the factories to continue
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production. Despite the CBN's assertion that the industry sub-sector witnessed the

fastest growth under SAP, the Manufacturers Association challenged the bank's

conclusion by arguing that the sub-sectors capacity utilization rate fell from 40 to

31 per cent in 1989 and to 29 per cent by the first quarter of 1990 (Whiteman

1990:15).

Entrepreneurs could not make much headway during SAP because of funds

shortage and raw material costs were prohibitive. In spite of the governments

considerable efforts and the facilities put in place by the World Bank to ease the

plight of the business sector, the entrepreneurs did not take advantage of them.

As a result, the business environment was seriously debilitated.

Coping with Adjustment: The SMf's Predicament

While it is assumed that many SMIs could have folded their businesses in the

face of the harsh economic environment, those that survived had to adapt by

diversifying their products or switching to other product lines. Below is a case that

portrays the coping mechanism resorted to in one case.

Mrs. I.R. Imoisili, the Managing Director of Lydin Limited, is one of the

emerging breed of entrepreneurs in Nigeria. The 42 years old, mother of three,

started her career as a registered nurse. Later she decided to pursue a new

profession and enrolled in the university to study business. She graduated with

B.sc.(Hons) but did not stop as that. She proceeded with her post-graduate study

finally earning an MBA from the University of Lagos.

After working with a multi-national firm for sometime, she went to business

in 1982. Although her mind was set on becoming an industrialist, she lacked the
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capital needed to launch such a venture. So she decided to raise capital for her

future project.Convinced that the banks will not come to her rescue, she had to

think of some quick way of realizing her ambition. Trading appeared to her as the

avenue to follow for achieving her objective.

Having raised the needed capital to start her factory in 1 987, Mrs. Imosiii's

dream came true and she set-up a snack processing plant initially using local raw

materials but later importing raw materials as well. Because of the stiff competition

in the sector, she opted for contract production of snacks for the Nigerian Airways.

She supplied the airlines with snacks but towards 1992, she started to face

problems of collecting payments for her services from the Airlines. She continued

supplying the air lines on credit, hoping that the airlines' financial problem wili

eventually ease and that she would be paid.

With the devaluation of the Naira and the eventual inflation and the failure

of the airlines to settle its debt, the future of the company became bleak. Survival

of the firm in the face of the harsh realities caused by SAP required either closing

the firm or responding to the environmental threat through adopting a coping

mechanism. Mrs. Imtosili decided to cancel the contract with the airlines and look

for other business opportunity. She was convinced in the face of the prevailing

harsh economic realities, success in the future would depend in a business line that

would rely on locally sourced raw materials. After thorough research, she decided

on bottling of water. Although there were several businesses in water bottling,

given Nigeria's huge population, the weather and easy availability of water she was

convinced that producing drinking water was a venture with promise.
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BOX 3

The Predicament of the

Small Scale Industrialists (SMIs)

Small-Scale industrialists in Nigeria are constrained in their operations by access to

finance and a turbulent policy environment that does not instill confidence. The policy

zig-zag with regards to interest rates, foreign exchange and importation of raw materials

have been wreaked havoc to the SMIs while some were forced out of the market, the

more determined ones survived by diversifying their products or shifting to a new

product line.

Mrs. Yesufu had interest to start a confectionary plant and came close to achieving her

ambition when she obtained a loan from the African Development Bank in Abidjan. With

that loan, she procured the needed machinery and went to the local banks to raise her

working capital. The banks asked for collateral which she could not come up with and

the equipment bought from Germany still remains in boxes.

Mrs. Imoisili, after her disappointing experience with the Nigerian Airways, which failed

to pay her for the snacks she supplied to it, decided to switch to another product line

that did not rely on imported raw materials. She decided on producing purified drinking

water and modified her plant for that purpose. However, to be competitive she had to

improve the packaging of her product by producing the water in bottles. But that

required a new plant worth N1.2 million. Although her experience with the banks when

she set up her snack-producing plant was disappointing, she had no choice but to seek

assistance from the same banks. Her fate was not different from Mrs. Yesufu's. The

bank insisted on a collateral and was not willing to consider the plant she would install

as a collateral.

Mr. Yusuf set up a corn-flakes producing factory. It was a franchise arrangement with

Kellog Company of the United States of America and the raw materials required for

producing the corn-flakes had to be imported. Mr. Yusuf started production and was
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She hired consultants to help with the project but the idea leaked and some

business men in the cottage industry started to produce water in sachets. Of

course the products coming from the cottage industry did not meet the purification

level required but was packaged in a manner that resembled her product and sold

at prices she could hardly compete with, given her high overhead cost. In spite of

such developments, Mrs. Imosili was convinced that her product would be

preferred by the middle and high-class consumers who are particular about the

quality and sanitation level of the product and that her product would prevail at the

end of the day in the market. So she went ahead and produce water.

Before proceeding with production her plant had to be modified for the new

production. This involved redesigning her factory for producing water. She started

producing purified drinking water in sachets but was convinced that to make her

product appealing to the high and middle class consumers, she had to upgrade the

packaging of her product to the standard used by others in the business. It was

necessary to use bottles instead of sachets that she uses at present. But this

meant coming up with a bottle design that will not easily lend itself to imitation.

She finally decided on the shape of the bottle she would use but this again required

acquiring a plant worth N1.2 million.

Although right from the first time she went to snack production she was

convinced that securing loans from the banks was an up-hill fight and kept her

trading operations to generate the funds required for her working capital, she

needed to supplement her own resources with a loan from the bank. The banks

were not interested in her project as she could not produce the collateral they

required. Even though the plant would have been worth 1.2 million, bank

regulations do not allow acceptance of machinery as collateral.

At the moment the plant hires 1 5 employees as it is operating at 20%

capacity. Even though the daily output of the plant should be 10,000 sachets of

50cl each day that is 2.5 to 3 million per year, its current operation is at the 20%
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of its capacity. At full capacity the turnover could reach N8 million but at the

moment it is only N2 million.

The two problems currently facing her plant are the competition by suppliers

from the cottage industries, whose products, even though not of comparable

standard but could easily mislead the consumer by packaging their product

similarly; and the difficulty of getting access to bank loans because of the coitateral

requirements. She is hopeful that once the newly reconstituted Food and Drug

Administration is in full swing the competition from those who operate outside the

purview of the law could be brought under control and ease the current competition

she is subjected to. But with regards to access to finance she sees no bright

future. In spite of the numerous banks established for the financing of SMEs and

a number of policies in place to assist with their development, she is pessimistic

that she would be able to get assistance from the banks. She may still have to

resort to her trading ventures to mobilize resources as she did in the first instance.

Mrs. Imosili's complaints are shared by her other small scale industrialists

who find themselves constrained by lack of working capital to expand their

operations and could not get access to credit because of the banks inhibiting

collateral requirements. They complain that they do not have sufficient working

capital to buy foreign exchange with and because of the devaluation of the Naira,

they now require ten times more to buy foreign currency from the autonomous

market. Dr.Okonko, the National President of NASMSI, argues:

While SAPs may be required for the economy as a whole, to let them stand without

specifically assessing their impacts on SMEs will be unfortunate. It should be

realized that if SMEs are going to be the center power of the economy, deregulation

is strangling this sector. Government must create a conducive environment for this

sector by providing it concessionary terms, by allowing it to benefit from the special

prerogatives of the President that could enable the entrepreneurs to have access to

foreign exchange at 22 Naira to the dollar. We will call on the President with our

demand for foreign exchange that we need to buy machinery, tools and raw

materials with ".(Interview with Dr. Okonko)
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VIM. PRIVATIZATION AND COMMERCIALIZATION

According to Dr. Ige of UNDP:

"Entrepreneurship in the public sector is ability to meet the strategic needs of

certain categories of investment in a way that will open the private sector; it should

read the situation and invest strategically to open the ways for the private sector.

Government had in the past been misdirected. Although some of the initiatives

could have been justified under the circumstances, it seems to have gone too far.

Its involvement could have been limited to the setting up of demonstrative

industries. For instance, they could have set up a textile factory to encourage the

private sector instead of assuming the full responsibility for the development of the

sector."(Interview with Dr. Ige)

Like many other African countries, Nigeria's development strategy relied

heavily on the public sector. Public enterprises were used as vehicles for

accelerating development as a result the investment in the development sector was

heavily skewed in the direction of the public sector. By October 1 985, the financial

stakes of the Federal Government in the industrial and commercial enterprises

reached the unprecedented level of N23.2 billion made up of equity N11.4 billion,

loans and guarantees N11.8 billion, this is excluding subventions and grants

estimated at N11.5 billion. (Kuye 1 990:55) These investments produced a return

of about N500 million per annum. The return on investments were so small that

according to Kuye "The returns generated by the public enterprises were

ridiculously low and contrasted sharply with the huge investments made in them.

Their returns were ten times smaller than what the deposit account could have

yielded had the economy been deposited in a savings account." (Kuye 1990:56)

There was much emphasis on grandiose basic industries like iron steel, petro

chemical. Today 4 refineries are not working. Iron and steel complex are not

producing. 4-5 steel rolling and machinery tool industries are operating under

capacity.
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Political interference, financial indiscipline and poor management resulted in

chronic losses by the enterprises becoming a serious drain on the public coffer.

With the economic crisis that plagued the country and the sharp decline of the

proceeds from oil, Nigeria had to launch a home made SAP to reform its economy.

Among the strategies adopted for the purpose were included privatization and

commercialization.

The Nigerian strategy is indeed unique in the sense that unlike experiences

elsewhere, it did not resort to privatization as a sole strategy. Instead, it combined

privatization with commercialization measures. In 1988, the Federal Government

embarked on a major reform of its public enterprises under a programme of

privatization and commercialization. The goals of the programme are:

• to restructure and rationalize the public sector in order to lessen the

dominance of unproductive investments;

• to re-orient the enterprises' for privatization and commercialization

towards a new horizon of performance improvement, viability and

overall efficient;

• to ensure positive returns on public sector investments in commercial

ized enterprises;

• to check the present absolute dependence of commercially oriented

parastatals on the treasury for funding and to encourage their

approach to the Nigerian capital market;

• to initiate the process of gradual cession to the private sector of such

public enterprises that by the nature of their operations and other
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socio-economic factors are best performed by the private sector;

• to create a favorable investment climate for both local and foreign

investors;

• to reduce the level of internal and external debts; and

• to provide institutional arrangements and operational guidelines that

would assure that the gains of privatization and commercialization are

sustained in the future.

The privatization and commercialization programmes were off to a good start

and seem to have accomplished a good deal of their objectives. However, in the

1995 the Federal government announced that the privatization momentum will be

slowed down and instead of outright sale of enterprises, the Government will now

resort to leasing of enterprises. This is being regarded as a political ploy to pacify

nationalist elements opposed to privatization. Pro-privatization groups regard this

move as a major set back to the privatization drive set in motion a few years ago.

On the other hand, it should be admitted that the privatization and

commercialization programmes have had some positive impact on the Nigerian

economy. The most obvious are :

• Nigeria has realized over N3,3 billion as privatization proceeds from

the privatization of 58 enterprises by the Technical Committee for

Privatization and Commercialization (TCPC) whose original invest

ments was N652 million. This means that the Federal Government

has realized N2.6 billion as capital gains.However, this impressive

gain has to be viewed with caution given the extent of devaluation

the Naira was subjected to since.
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It created 800,000 shareholders, almost double what it was in 1 988

when the operation started, thereby massively expanding the personal

share ownership in Nigeria.

The privatization measures have relieved the Federal Government of

the huge and growing burden of financing investments of the public

enterprises, enabled it to increase its corporate tax earnings and

encouraged the public enterprises to seek for investment funds from

the capital market instead of the treasury. A good example of the

latter development is the case of the Ashaka and Benue cement

companies which raised fresh funds to the tune of N 290 million

since their privatization to finance their plants optimization

programmes.

Flotation of shares of privatized enterprises had a stimulating effect

of the capital market whose market capitalization has grown from N

8 billion in 1988 to over N32 billion by November 1992.

Following the restructuring of the public enterprises along commercial

lines, they have started to regain their solvency and generate

surpluses. Nigerian Telecommunications recent financing of capital

projects worth N3 billion from internally generated funds an illustration

of the changing fortunes of some of the enterprises.

The introduction of performance contracts and corporate plans

developed in the commercialized enterprises will facilitate the

monitoring of their performances and at the same time enhance

managerial autonomy and accountability. (See, Zayyad, undated: 30-

33)
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It appears that the privatization programme achieved a tremendous number

of its objectives until 1990. Of course, there were political underpinnings affecting

it. However, according to Dr. Ige of UNDP:

"It is becoming apparent that the extent to which the government wants

privatization to go is questionable. Government wants to disengage from some

lower category of involvement but for the category of establishment like banks, iron

steel, it does not want to abandon its ownership. Unfortunately, because these

are the class of establishments where government expends a lot of public

resources, government has not only abandoned privatization but one is not too sure

how serious it is about commercialization. It appears the government has

abandoned the process."(Ige Ibid.)
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IX. LESSONS FOR AFRICA

Even though one may wonder why Nigeria, given the numerous problems its

programmes are beset with, was selected as a case study for best practice in

private sector and entrepreneurship development in Africa, it should nevertheless

be underscored that African countries could learn a number of useful lessons from

Nigeria's success in entrepreneurship development as well as the problems it faces

in the implementation of its programmes. Nigeria has put in place a number of

innovative programmes and institutional arrangements. The problems experienced

could also be instructive in so far as they help to avoid such mistakes. Hoping that

there are lessons to be learnt from the successes or lack of them, a summary of a

few of the lessons is provided below.

On Enabling Policy Environment

For EDPs to succeed top support is a prerequisite. It is therefore

necessary to educate politicians and the executive arms of the

government so that they can lend support to the integration of EDPs

in their programmes.

Stable policy environment is a prerequisite for the success of EDPs.

Frequent and erratic changes in policy sends confusing signals to the

entrepreneurs. The hiking-up of interest rates, then reducing it, then

raising it; the frequent devaluation of the Naira and then deciding to

regulate it and then deregulating it again under what has now

become to be known as guided regulation, abrogation of the

indigenization act etc., do not provide the kind of policy environment

that can encourage confidence in the system. The development of

entrepreneurship is a continuous process and requires to be sustained

and supported. Lack of stability in government policies could have
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adverse effects as observed in the recent deregulation, regulation and

deregulation, frequent devaluation of the Naira and abrogation of the

indigenization act referred to above.

Marketing opportunities should be created for exports and a policy

environment that will assist SMEs to market their products should be

put in place.

Governments must have clear cut policy guidelines for SMEs. They

should state clearly the objectives, the government's policy towards

employment, distribution of resources, manufacturing, use of agricul

tural products, reliance on locally sourced materials, etc.

On Entrepreneurship Development Programmes

• Government should lay emphasis in personnel development. Without

trained staff, EDPs can collapse. Government should help

organizations involved in EDP to train their trainers as they could

benefit from the multiplier effect.

• Governments should provide extension and consultancy services and

should help develop IDCs.

• The accent on EDPs should not be on quantity but quality.

• There is need to develop entrepreneurship development programmes

in the school system including higher education; there is need to
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institutionalize EDP as part of the culture of the university.

• EDPs should be designed so that the greater percentage of assistance

would go to the beneficiaries. A lot of money is spent on building

capacities in the ministries, where staff are sent for training abroad for

six-months or so and may be posted elsewhere on their return where

their EDP training cannot be tapped for the benefit of entrepreneurs.

Providing the training to the entrepreneurs might be a better

alternative and once trained the entrepreneurs can be called upon to

assist in training others.

• A major pitfall in training entrepreneurs in Nigeria has been the

emphasis on business plan preparation; in some cases the participants

are required to write business plans in two-weeks. This is not a

practical arrangement as writing business plans involves a special skill

that cannot be learnt in two weeks. It is better to create the kind of

awareness that will enable the entrepreneur to tell a consultant his/her

business concept so that the consultant can package it for him/her.

Helping him/her to develop the entrepreneurial skills may prove better.

• Nigeria provides useful lessons in its programme for retired and

retrenched civil servants, work for yourself programme and the open

apprenticeship of the NDE. Considering the high percentage of

unemployed youth throughout Africa and the recent retrenchment

trends as a result of SAPs, other African countries could learn useful

lessons from that experience.

• While progress made in EDP in Nigeria is encouraging, there is still

need for upgrading the capacity in terms of facilities, manpower and

experience of the trainers. The institutions should not duplicate

universities; they should train people for life not to pass exams.
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Instructors that feel the problems of the entrepreneur have to be

developed. Trainers who have no industrial work experience tend to

be theoretical and do what they do in the universities. Such trainers

should be sent for industrial attachment or people with experience in

running enterprises should be recruited. SME entrepreneurs do not

have the habit or the time for reading and should be assisted in

building their capacity in management skills and techniques through

practical means.

• There is need to build capacity for EDP. Entrepreneurship is not

something you just pick-up. You have to develop it. Development of

the economy is a function of development of entrepreneurship. The

educational system needs to be seriously re-oriented to convince the

youth to part with the belief that they can only be useful in the

service of others, and instill in them the desire to be self-employed.

• There is need for demonstrating practical results of entrepreneurship

training by such means as technical incubators so that people could

see for themselves that they can succeed.

• Major weakness of EDPs is the failure to follow-up the products, i.e

the entrepreneurs; follow up could help programme to be improved

and to link the SMIs to large enterprises through ancillarization.

On Institutional Arrangements

Even though the government could assist in the initiation of EDPs and

should support them thereafter, implementation responsibility should

be given to NGOs. The bureaucratic nature of government would not

enable it to respond in time to the problems the entrepreneurs may
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face.

It is essential to establish an integrating focus, independent of

government, where government can assist but will have nothing to do

with its management

Assistance should be extended to strengthen national organizations

like NASS1 in Nigeria and link those NGOs with the focal organizations

through networking is imperative.

On Financial Arrangements

It is important that the EDP process is made complete. It is not

enough to train the people and leave them in the cold. Programmes

tend to be successful when financial inputs to business creation

processes are made available. All the trainees with viable projects

should be able to get funding for the project. At the end of the day

EDP's success will be measured by the number of successful

businesses created.

It would not suffice to create financial infrastructures. There is need

to monitor them closely so that one can avoid the kind of experience

the NBCI is going through currently.

Any country adopting a system similar to NDE's employment

programmes should provide for sufficient funding so as to ensure the

timely and regular release of funds to prospective beneficiaries so that

they can establish their projects on time.

African entrepreneurs have to change their attitude. People do not
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want to part with money once they start making money.They do not

service loans and sometimes the situation is further complicated by

politics. African business men and women should change their

attitudes of looking at loans as money given to them as Christmas

gift by Santa Claus.

The only way to ensure easy access of entrepreneurs to finance

would be to establish clear viable channels for funding them through

credit guarantee schemes.

On Supporting Infrastructures

• Industrial estates could help entrepreneurs in high cost environments

like Nigeria where the costs are either prohibiting (estimated to

constitute 25 per cent of the production cost) or the services are

lacking or unreliable. The cost of developing infrastructures (water,

power, access roads) could be beyond the means of SMEs. The

provisions of facilities that could reduce the entrepreneurs overhead

cost can be helpful. Technology and business incubators could help

to keep cost down by making use of facilities at the centres

(secretarial, photo-copy, telephone, etc).

• African governments should encourage the establishment of research

centres similar to RMRDC and FIIRO to assist in the technology

capacity building efforts of SMEs.
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